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Biochemistry, University of Oxford, Oxford, United KingdomABSTRACT Experimental data (e.g., genetic lineage and cell population studies) on intestinal crypts reveal that regulatory
features of crypt behavior, such as control via morphogen gradients, are remarkably well conserved among numerous organ-
isms (e.g., from mouse and rat to human) and throughout the different regions of the small and large intestines. In this article,
we construct a partial differential equation model of a single colonic crypt that describes the spatial distribution of Wnt pathway
proteins along the crypt axis. The novelty of our continuummodel is that it is based upon assumptions that can be directly related
to processes at the cellular and subcellular scales. We use themodel to predict how the distributions ofWnt pathway proteins are
affected by mutations. The model is then extended to investigate how mutant cell populations can invade neighboring crypts.
The model simulations suggest that cell crowding caused by increased proliferation and decreased cell loss may be sufficient
for a mutant cell population to colonize a neighboring healthy crypt.INTRODUCTIONThe luminal surface of a healthy colonic tract is character-
ized by regularly spaced invaginations known as crypts
(see Fig. 1 A) and is lined by a monolayer of epithelial cells
attached to a basal lamina. Stem cells are believed to reside
near the bottom of each crypt (1), where they divide to
produce transit cells that divide four or five times before
becoming terminally differentiated. The differentiated cells
perform a variety of functions (including absorption and
mucous secretion) to ensure that the intestinal lining func-
tions properly. Upon reaching the top of the crypt, termi-
nally differentiated cells either undergo apoptosis or are
shed into the lumen and transported away (2,3). A clear
consensus has not yet emerged on the causal relationship
between apoptosis and cell shedding. However, Wu et al.
(4) have shown that bacteria in the intestinal lumen can
influence cell removal at the top of the crypt.
It is thought that a spatial gradient of extracellular Wnt
factors along the crypt axis (see Fig. 1 B) determines the
position-dependent rates of cell proliferation, differentia-
tion, and death in intestinal crypts (5). One of the key events
resulting from the binding of Wnt molecules to the cell
membrane is the nuclear localization of b-catenin, a tran-
scription factor that upregulates the transcription of over
a hundred genes, many of which are involved in cell
proliferation. Wnt-regulated b-catenin activity (see plot in
Fig. 1 C) is modified by the APC protein, which acts as
part of the cytoplasmic protein complex that labels cyto-Submitted December 13, 2009, and accepted for publication May 4, 2010.
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0006-3495/10/08/0716/10 $2.00plasmic b-catenin for destruction. We note that other sig-
naling pathways (e.g., BMP, EGF, TGF) are also known to
be involved in the regulation of b-catenin activity (6).
If the balance between cell proliferation, death, and
differentiation within an individual crypt is shifted by, for
example, mutations that promote proliferation or inhibit
apoptosis, then neoplasia results (7–9). In colorectal cancer,
which is second only to lung cancer in the number of victims
it claims per year (National Cancer Institute report, 2009), it
is generally accepted that a mutation in the Wnt cascade is
one of the earliest genetic events that leads to such an imbal-
ance (10). In fact, ~85% of sporadic and hereditary colo-
rectal cancers have APC mutations that result in high levels
of b-catenin (Fig. 1 D, left and right) and stimulate a tran-
scriptional response that is thought to be critical in the
development of colorectal cancer (11).
The manner in which crypt dysregulation occurs can vary.
For example, small intestinal crypts, which are separated by
villi that protrude into the intestinal lumen, tend to undergo
transformations in the basal layers, resulting in invagina-
tions in the crypt wall that extend into the villi to form
microadenomas. In contrast, the absence of villi and pres-
ence of tight packing in colonic crypts is thought to enable
mutant cell populations to colonize neighboring crypts
(12,13) (Fig. 1 E). However, it is not clear what properties
enable mutant cells to migrate down into neighboring crypts
(given that in a normal crypt there is a steady flux of cells
moving from the base to the top).
Although most cancer research is experimental, it is
increasingly being recognized that this should be comple-
mented by theoretical approaches (14,15). A number ofdoi: 10.1016/j.bpj.2010.05.016















FIGURE 1 Experimental data on the crypt. (A) Section through a normal healthy crypt (12). (B) Wnt-6 stained murine colonic crypt (38). (C) Plot of
normalized b-catenin activity along the crypt axis from a cross section through a mouse small intestinal crypt immunohistochemically stained for b-catenin
expression. Data reproduced from Marshman et al. (39). Note that the presence of Paneth cells at the bottom of small intestinal crypts introduces features in
the b-catenin profile that one may not expect to observe in colonic crypts. (D) A comparison of b-catenin distributions (stained) between an APC-mutated
(left) and a normal (right) colonic crypt (taken from Barker et al. (40)). (E) Repopulation of neighboring crypts as a result of genetic mutations (13).
Modeling Crypt Dynamics 717mathematical modeling approaches have been used to study
cell population dynamics in intestinal crypts. For example,
Boman et al. (16) and Johnston et al. (17) have developed
ordinary differential equation (ODE) models to study the
interactions between subpopulations of cells in the crypt
(e.g., stem, transit, and differentiated cells). Although these
models capture particular aspects of cell population
dynamics, such as how the number of stem cells can modify
crypt behavior, since they neglect spatial effects, it can be
difficult to relate the proposed mechanisms and results to
data of the type presented in Fig. 1.
Most spatial models of the crypt are discrete in nature,
with each cell treated as an individual (e.g., (18,19)). Cell
motion is determined by neglecting inertial effects and
balancing the forces exerted upon a given cell by its neigh-
bors with a drag force. When cell division occurs, a new
daughter cell is introduced adjacent to the mother cell. For
example, Meineke et al. (18) developed a crypt model in a
cylindrical geometry in which the forces between cells
were modeled via linear springs. Stem cells, positioned atthe base of the crypt, were assumed to produce transit cells
whose progeny further differentiate as they migrate up the
crypt. The cell proliferation rates were estimated using
data from murine intestinal crypts (e.g., stem cells divide
at half the rate of transit cells).
A more detailed description of intracellular dynamics
allows molecular regulation of cell behavior to be incorpo-
rated into the discrete simulations. For example, van
Leeuwen et al. (19) have extended the Meineke et al. (18)
framework to account for spatial variation in cell prolifera-
tion and adhesion due to variation in Wnt along the crypt
axis. The dynamics of a number of key proteins in the
Wnt pathway, which are modeled within each cell using
a system of ODEs (20), determine local cell proliferation
rates and cell-cell adhesion properties.
One of the strengths of the discretemodel structure is that it
allows the simulation of observed crypt behaviors, such as
cell heterogeneity (e.g., the introduction of individual
mutated cells) and niche succession (when a particular cell
lineage takes over the crypt). However, two problems withBiophysical Journal 99(3) 716–725
718 Murray et al.this methodology are: 1), it can be difficult to gain insight
from complex stochastic models, as many simulations are
needed to determine average behavior; and 2), detailed
cellular and subcellular models generate a large parameter
space whose exploration requires many simulations to iden-
tify the qualitative behavior of the model. As the number of
molecular components incorporated in the biological
networks increases, these problems become more limiting.
Oneway to circumvent such problems is to considermodel
reduction techniques. For example, Mirams et al. (21) have
performed a multiple-timescale analysis on a high-dimen-
sional ODE model of canonical Wnt pathway dynamics
(22). They show that, on the timescale of epithelial cell prolif-
eration in intestinal crypts, the Lee et al. (22) model can be
reduced from 15 equations to a single ODE that describes
the evolution of cytoplasmic b-catenin. We note that the
approach considered by Mirams et al. (21) is applicable to
extensions of the Lee et al. (22) model, in which further feed-
back regulation and APC truncation mutations are consid-
ered (e.g., (23–25)). In the context of multiscale models,
the use of such simplified models can reduce the computa-
tional load and the dimensions of the parameter space.
A complementary reductive approach is to consider
a coarse-grained description of cell motion. This can be
achieved by making phenomenological assumptions about
the mechanical properties of cells. For example, Walter (26)
has developed a continuummodel inwhich the epithelial cells
that line the crypt have the material properties of a fluid
flowing in a porous medium. As such, their velocity field
can be described using Darcy’s law. In some cases the need
for purely phenomenological assumptions is removed by
formally coarse-graining underlying discrete dynamical
models (27–30).Murray et al. (31) have shown that the spatial
dynamics of cells connected via overdamped linear springs,
as in Meineke et al. (18), can be well represented by a
nonlinear diffusion equation for cell number density. Hence,
instead of simulating the motion of each cell individually, the
number density of cells along the crypt axis is computed.
In this study, we develop a modeling framework that
enables us to examine two features of crypt behavior that
have important biomedical applications: morphogen regula-
tion of cell proliferation and intercrypt cell migration. By
combining the approaches of Mirams et al. (21) and Murray
et al. (P. J. Murray, A. Walter, C. M. Edwards, M. J. Tindall,
and P. K. Maini, unpublished), we construct a continuum
model of the crypt that accounts for cell motion and b-cat-
enin-dependent cell proliferation along the crypt axis. The
























Biophysical Journal 99(3) 716–725the effects of mutations in the Wnt signaling pathway are
investigated. We extend the continuum model to account
for a chain of interlinked crypts and demonstrate how crypt
invasion can occur as a result of altered rates of cell prolif-
eration and shedding. We conclude by summarizing the key
results and their biological implications and discussing the
validity of our modeling approach.MODELS
Single colonic crypt
Model development
Spatial gradients in morphogens, such as Wnt, encode posi-
tional information along the crypt axis by acting as external
inputs into complex subcellular pathways that control cell
behavior. In this section, we consider the canonical Wnt
pathway and assume that the net effect of Wnt is to control
subcellular b-catenin levels, which in turn regulate a cell’s
proliferation rate.
We define a cell number density, p(y, s, t), where y repre-
sents distance from the bottom of the crypt (unit length is
chosen to be a cell diameter of ~10 mm), s the subcellular
b-catenin concentration (nM), and t time (h). Applying
conservation of cell number to p(y, s, t), we obtain the
partial differential equation (PDE)
vpðy; s; tÞ
vt
þ vJyðy; s; tÞ
vy
þ vJsðy; s; tÞ
vs
¼ rðp; y; s; tÞ; (1)
where Jy(y, s, t) represents the (physical) flux of cells along
the crypt axis, Js(y, s, t) represents the flux due to subcellular
b-catenin dynamics, and r is the net rate of cell proliferation.
The structure of Eq. 1 is similar to that of other PDE models
of cell populations; the difference here is that we consider a
cell population structured according to intracellular b-catenin
concentration, instead of, for example, age (as in, e.g., Dyson
et al. (32)) or size (as in, e.g., Webb (33)).
When defining Jy we follow Meineke et al. (18) and van
Leeuwen et al. (19) and assume that the cells are connected
via overdamped linear springs.When specifying Jswe follow
Mirams et al. (21) and assume that the subcellular concentra-
tion of b-catenin is governed by the long-time dynamics of
the Lee et al. model of theWnt pathway (22). The cell prolif-
eration rate, r, is assumed to be regulated by a b-catenin
switch and the local cell density. Under these assumptions,
it is possible to develop analytical expressions for Jy, Js,
and r (see the Supporting Material), which upon substitution

















pðy; s; tÞds; (3)
and the flux term DðqÞ=qvq=vypðy; s; tÞ represents the flux
of cells along the y axis. The nonlinear diffusion coefficient
D(q) is given by DðqÞ ¼ a=q2, where a is the ratio of the
spring constant to the cell viscosity.
The second term on the righthand side of Eq. 2. comprises
a convective and a diffusive component: the convective
component models the b-catenin dynamics in response to
Wnt signaling (as derived in Mirams et al. (21) and applied
to this spatial context in the Supporting Material). W(y)
represents the external concentration of Wnt, which,
without loss of generality, takes dimensionless values in
the range 0 < W(y) < 1; a and f are positive rate constants
representing the rate of production and degradation of
b-catenin, respectively (in a natural-turnover, destruction-
complex-independent manner). The remaining terms denote
destruction-complex-dependent degradation: b is a dimen-
sionless parameter, representing the activity of the destruc-
tion complex in the absence of Wnt; c and d are timescales
dictating how the rate of b-catenin degradation increases
and saturates in the absence of Wnt. The parameter values
are presented in Table 1. The diffusive term represents pop-
ulation scale noise originating from intracellular variability
in Wnt signaling: Ds is a parameter representing the noise
strength. This variability could originate, for example,
from different-sized cells, or cells differentiating into sepa-
rate lineages (each of which would have slightly altered
expression of signaling pathway components). The third
term on the righthand side of Eq. 2 represents b-catenin-
regulated cell proliferation: cells proliferate with rate
rð1 q=KÞ when their b-catenin concentration exceeds
the threshold s*. The carrying capacity, K, represents a
threshold cell density at which contact inhibition completely
inhibits cell proliferation. We neglect cell apoptosis along
the crypt axis and assume that cell removal is dominated
by cell shedding at the top of the crypt.
Unlike model systems such as the developing Drosophila
wing, where Kicheva et al. (34) have shown that the Wing-TABLE 1 Wnt signaling model parameters and their
dimensions
Parameter Estimate Units
a 25.38 nM h1
b 0.100 Dimensionless
c 6.386 h
d 9.818  102 h
e 1.200  103 nM
f 1.540  102 h1
Values shown are derived from experimental methods and measurements
found in Lee et al. (22) and are applied to these parameters as discussed
in the Supporting Material. See Models section for parameter definitions.
The values of parameters c and d differ under APC mutations (see Table 2).less (Wnt) gradient decays exponentially, to the best of our
knowledge, the Wnt gradient in intestinal crypts has not
been quantitatively measured. Guided by the available qual-
itative data, such as those presented in Fig. 1 B, we assume
that the concentration of Wnt along the crypt axis decays
exponentially so that
WðyÞ ¼ eyl; (4)
where l is the characteristic lengthscale and y denotes
distance from the base of the crypt. We note that in practice
the situation is complicated by the coexistence of numerous
distinct Wnt proteins. In the absence of a detailed under-
standing of their different functions, we group them together
as a single generic Wnt factor, W(y). We fix l at ~30 mm so
that there is qualitative agreement with the Wnt profile
presented in Fig. 1 B.







qðL; tÞ ¼ 1
l
; (6)
Jsðy; 0; tÞ ¼ 0; Jsðy;N; tÞ ¼ 0; (7)
pðy; s; 0Þ ¼ p0ðy; sÞ: (8)
The no-flux condition (5) ensures that the (physical) cell
velocity at the bottom of the crypt is zero, whereas Eq. 6
fixes the cell number density, q(y, t), at the top of the crypt
such that cells are separated by a distance corresponding to
their natural spring length, l, i.e., the constituent springs are
at equilibrium. Implicit in the boundary condition in Eq. 6 is
the assumption that the cell shedding rate at the top of the
crypt self-regulates so that the equilibrium cell density is
maintained. We remark that the boundary conditions of
Eqs. 5 and 6 are equivalent to those in previous discrete
models (18,19) and refer the interested reader to Murray
et al. (30) for a more detailed discussion of how they can
be derived directly by coarse-graining a discrete spring-
based model. The no-flux conditions (Eq. 7) are derived
based upon the assumption that cell number is conserved
with respect to flux along the s axis, i.e., cell production
occurs only via the third term in Eq. 2 and the initial
conditions are prescribed.
Numerical results
The parameter a (the ratio of spring constant to cell
viscosity) has been chosen to be consistent with existing
discrete models (18,19), and the Wnt pathway parameters
are taken from Lee et al. (22) (see Table 1). The parameter
s*, which determines the critical b-catenin threshold
required for cell division to proceed, has been chosen suchBiophysical Journal 99(3) 716–725
720 Murray et al.that the simulated proliferative crypt fraction is consistent
with data from Potten and Loeffler (35). In the absence of
suitable experimental data, we must estimate Ds, which
measures stochasticity at the population scale in the
b-catenin dynamics. The parameter K is the carrying
capacity of the proliferative cell population (with units of
cell number density) and can be estimated by considering
the maximum observed cell densities in crypts. For
example, Cortina et al. (13) have shown that there is an
effective doubling of cell number in crypts that have dysre-
gulated proliferative and adhesive cells. Hence, we set K ¼
2, although we expect this parameter to be cell- and crypt-
specific. The production rate, r, is chosen such that the
average cell doubling time in the proliferative region of a
homeostatic crypt is that obtained by averaging over the
stem- and transit-cell periods obtained from Potten and
Loeffler (35).
In Fig. 2 A, a typical equilibrium solution of Eqs. 2–8 is
plotted. Cell proliferation occurs at the bottom of the crypt
(i.e., at y ¼ 0, where ps 0 when s ~ 160), inducing a nega-
tive gradient in q(y). As vf vq=vy, cell velocity increases
along the crypt axis (see Fig. 2 B). In Fig. 2 C, the solid line
denotes the mean value of b-catenin along the crypt axis,






pðy; s; tÞds : (9)
s is a decreasing function of crypt height, which is a direct
result of the monotonically decreasing Wnt concentration
along the crypt axis. We note that there is qualitative agree-
ment with the experimentally observed b-catenin distribu-
tions (see Fig. 1 C), but that the quantitative form for this
gradient is strongly dependent on the underlying WntA B
FIGURE 2 Numerical results from the single-crypt continuum model (Eqs. 2–
is plotted in (y, s) space. The zero of the convective velocity (dashed line; see E
equations were solved numerically until a dynamic steady state was reached (t¼
q(y), and velocity, v(y), are plotted against y. (C) The average b-catenin, s (solid
lines denote the threshold b-catenin concentration above which cell proliferatio
for illustrative purposes. The zero of the convective velocity (see Eq. 2) is plo
macroscale results with experimental data. Ns ¼ 50, Ny ¼ 15, l ¼ 3, Ds ¼ 25
numerical solutions.
Biophysical Journal 99(3) 716–725gradient. The dot-dashed line in Fig. 2 C denotes the steady
state of the subcellular b-catenin dynamics at each point
along the crypt axis (see Eq. S6 in the Supporting Material).
Therefore, cell movement along the crypt axis has the effect
that internal b-catenin dynamics do not reach steady state,
as the cells are continuously moving into regions of lower
Wnt concentration. As a result (see Fig. 2 C), cells prolif-
erate higher up the crypt in this dynamic model than the
steady-state b-catenin level and Wnt concentration at that
level would suggest.Mutations in the Wnt pathway
APC mutations play an important role in the development of
colorectal cancer (11). Because it contains detailed b-cate-
nin dynamics, our model can be used to examine the effects
of perturbations to the Wnt pathway on the distribution of
b-catenin and hence cell dynamics along the crypt axis.
For example, in the absence of a Wnt signal, APC forms
a destruction complex with several proteins that binds
with b-catenin, labeling it for ubiquitination and degrada-
tion. Truncation mutations in APC that impair its ability
to bind to other destruction complex components or b-cate-
nin lead to a build up of b-catenin in the cell. We model
these truncation mutations by decreasing destruction-
complex activity via an increase in parameters c and d, as
shown in Table 2 (for further details, see the Supporting
Material). Using numerical solutions of Eqs. 2–8 with the
mutated values for parameters c and d, we can then simulate
steady behavior in monoclonal crypts that have acquired an
APC mutation.
Simulation results (see the Supporting Material) reveal
that the APC mutations defined in Table 2 lead to increased
b-catenin levels along the entire crypt axis. In our model,C
8) at dynamic equilibrium. (A) The steady-state cell number density, p(y, s),
q. 2) is plotted against y. Arrows denote the cell velocity field. The model
40 h); parameters are as in Table 1. (B) The equilibrium cell number density,
line), and Wnt (dashed line) concentrations are plotted against y. The dotted
n occurs. Note that the Wnt concentration has been rescaled in this figure
tted against y (dot-dashed line). See Table S1 for a further comparison of
, s* ¼ 80, r ¼ 0.1, a ¼ 35, K ¼ 2. See Supporting Material for further
TABLE 2 Summary of how increasingly truncated APC
mutants are captured in the continuum model via changes
in parameters c and d
Type c (h) d (h)
Wild-type 6.386 0.098
Mutation m7 31.87 0.490
Mutation m8 47.62 0.732
Mutation m9 71.21 1.095
Changes in parameters c and d are computed according to Eq. 2.
Modeling Crypt Dynamics 721cell division occurs when the intracellular concentration of
b-catenin exceeds a threshold value, s*. The APC mutations
increase intracellular b-catenin concentrations so that the
threshold is exceeded at all points along the crypt axis and
the Wnt gradient no longer regulates cell proliferation;
hence, all of the cells along the crypt axis proliferate. These
results are in qualitative agreement with Fig. 1 D, which
shows b-catenin staining in an APC-mutated (left) and
a normal (right) crypt.FIGURE 3 Schematic illustration of the multiple-crypt continuum
model. L denotes the crypt height. Cell proliferation (solid line) occurs
in regions centered around the points {., 2L, 0, 2L, .}. Cell
shedding (dashed line) occurs in regions centered around the points
{., L, L, .}. Mutant cells (shaded) are introduced at the bottom of
the central crypt.Mutant cell invasion of intestinal crypts
Model development
The results in the previous section illustrate how a
continuum model can account for processes (e.g., Wnt-
dependent cell proliferation) that act at the molecular scale
within an individual crypt. However, treating crypts as iso-
lated entities that are independent of their environment has
limitations. For example, as illustrated in Fig. 1 E, popula-
tions of mutated cells are observed in numerous connected
crypts, and it is not well understood what features of crypt
behavior regulate such intercrypt cell migration. In this
section, we extend the model of a single population of cells
in a single crypt to account for multiple populations of cells
in connected crypts.
As illustrated in Fig. 3, we now consider a periodic spatial
domain y ˛ [NL, NL] with the crypt bottoms and tops
positioned at {., 2L, 0, 2L, .} and {., L, L, .},
respectively. The independent variable y represents arc
length along the chain of connected crypts, cell proliferation
and shedding are localized to the bottoms and tops, respec-
tively, of each crypt, and we consider populations of normal
and mutated cells with number densities q1(y, t) and q2(y, t),
respectively, whose behavior is governed by the assump-
tions that (see the Supporting Material for further details)
1), the b-catenin threshold that controlled cell proliferation
in the previous section can be approximated using spatial
thresholds yC1 and yC2, defined as the crypt heights below
which the normal and mutant cells, respectively, can
proliferate; and 2), cell shedding in each crypt occurs above
crypt height yD, with shedding rates d1 and d2 for normal and
mutant cells, respectively. The total cell density is defined
to be q(y, t) ¼ q1(y, t) þ q2(y, t), and applying the principle










 diqigðy; yDÞ; i ¼ 1; 2;
(10)
where r is the linear proliferation rate; f(y, yCi) and g(y, yD)
are periodic functions (as illustrated in Fig. 3) that capture
the spatial restriction of proliferation and shedding to the
bottoms and tops of crypts, respectively; and the cell fluxes,







; i ¼ 1; 2; (11)
This choice for the cell flux is consistent with neighboring
cells being connected via linear springs. To examine the
possibility of intercrypt cell migration, we consider the
introduction of a small patch (characteristic width s
centered at y0) of mutant cells into a homeostatic population
of normal cells (as illustrated in Fig. 3). The respective
initial densities are denoted by q1(y, 0) and q2(y, 0), and
the model is closed by prescribing the periodic boundary
conditions




; i ¼ 1; 2:
(12)
See the Supporting Material for further details regarding
the derivation of Eq. 10 and the initial and boundary
conditions.Biophysical Journal 99(3) 716–725
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In this section, we consider three separate cases that corre-
spond to three different types of mutations. In case 1, the
mutant cells are identical to their normal counterparts
(the mutation is neutral); in case 2, the proliferation rate
of the mutant cells is not regulated by Wnt, so that they
proliferate throughout the crypt; and in case 3, the shedding
rate of the mutant cells is lower than that of the normal cells,
and their proliferation is not spatially regulated. In each
case, a patch of mutant cells is introduced into a homeostatic
crypt at t¼ 300 h (see Fig. 4 A). In Fig. 4, B–D, snapshots of
the total, q(y, t), normal, q1(y, t), and mutant, q2(y, t), cell
densities are presented, with schematic illustrations of the
cell population dynamics depicted in Fig. S3.
In Fig. 4 B, the mutationally neutral population has been
introduced at the bottom of the central crypt, and it pushes
the neighboring normal cells up the crypt where they are
shed into the intestinal lumen. Note that as the mutated
cell population has the same properties as the normal cells
in neighboring crypts, it remains confined to the central
crypt (i.e., as a result of symmetry, the cell velocity field
is zero at the top of each crypt).
We remove spatial regulation of cell proliferation by
setting yC2 ¼ L and recall that this situation corresponds
to a mutation in APC that increases subcellular b-catenin
concentrations along the crypt axis, allowing cell prolifera-
tion to occur throughout the crypt. In Fig. 4 C, the introduc-A B
C D
Biophysical Journal 99(3) 716–725tion of a population of cells with such a mutation is simu-
lated. When proliferation occurs throughout a particular
crypt, the cell density in that and neighboring crypts also
increases (compare with Fig. 4 B). In our model, the influ-
ence of increased proliferation on a neighboring crypt is
due to the dependence of the cell velocity field on the cell
density gradient. As the cell density is greater at the top of
the mutated crypt (more net proliferation arising from
increased yC2), the velocity field in adjacent crypts falls
ðvf vq=vyÞ, and the cell density increases. However,
for the parameters chosen in our model, a mutation that
allows proliferation throughout the crypt is sufficient for
the mutated population to colonize a single crypt but not
to invade neighboring crypts. Invasion does not occur, as
the net effect of cell proliferation and shedding in the
mutated crypt is insufficient to generate a sufficiently large
velocity to drive the mutant cells into neighboring crypts.
In Fig. 4 D, the mutant cell population is characterized by
a reduced rate of cell shedding and a proliferation rate that is
not spatially regulated. For the model parameters chosen,
this combination enables the cell density in the mutant patch
to increase sufficiently to force the mutant cells into the
neighboring crypts. Fig. 5 is a summary of the results
from a range of simulations in which parameters d2 and
yC2 were varied. The fraction of mutant cells that occupy
the neighboring crypt after t ¼ 1000 h varies with parame-
ters d2 and yC2. A normal crypt cell population has d2 ~ 0.1
and yC2 ~ 10 (depicted by the marker). Our simulationFIGURE 4 Snapshots of the cell density distribu-
tions (numerical solutions of Eqs. 10–12). Total
q(y, t) (dashed lines) and mutated (solid lines)
(q2(y, t)) cell number densities are plotted against
y. For clarity, we have omitted the host population
density, but note that q1(y, t) ¼ q(y, t)  q2(y, t)).
(A) Initial conditions (t ¼ 300 h) for B–D (t ¼
1000 h); a small patch of mutant cells is introduced
into the homeostatic central crypt. (B) A neutral
mutation overtakes the crypt with no change in
the total cell density profile; (yC2, d2) ¼ (0.6L,
0.09). (C) A mutation allowing cell proliferation
to occur throughout the crypt results in an increased
mutated crypt density; (yC2, d2) ¼ (L, 0.09). (D) A
mutated cell population that has a reduced shedding
rate and can proliferate throughout the crypt
invades neighboring crypts; (yC2, d2) ¼ (L, 0.001).
Other parameter values: s ¼ 3.3, y0 ¼ 0, a ¼ 35,
yC1 ¼ 0.6L, yD ¼ 0.15L, r ¼ 0.1, d1 ¼ 0.09,
N ¼ 5, L ¼ 16, K ¼ 2, and Ny ¼ 281.
FIGURE 5 Bifurcation diagram showing the fraction of mutant cells in
the neighboring crypt (centered at y ¼ 2L) at t ¼ 1000 h changes as the
shedding rate, d2, and division threshold, yC2 are varied. The point
(yC2, d2) ¼ (10, 0.09) corresponds to the position in parameter space of a
wild-type cell.
Modeling Crypt Dynamics 723results demonstrate that for the parameters taken from
Potten and Loeffler (35), a mutation that disables spatial
regulation of cell proliferation is not sufficient to make
that population invade neighboring crypts: a reduction in
the cell shedding rate is required for invasion to occur.
However, the cell proliferation mutation does significantly
reduce the magnitude of the change in shedding rate that
is required for invasion to occur.DISCUSSION
An increasing amount of qualitative data illustrating the
importance of morphogen gradients in cell population regu-
lation is being generated from studies of intestinal crypts
(see, e.g., Fig. 1). As this data accumulation continues, the
development of theoretical models that can provide a frame-
work to evaluate hypotheses, describe current knowledge,
and make novel predictions becomes increasingly impor-
tant. Previous models of spatially regulated crypt dynamics
have been discrete in nature. Although such frameworks are
important, often many computationally intensive simula-
tions are required to qualitatively describe model behavior.
In this article we consider what we believe is a novel
continuum model of cell proliferation in multiple colonic
crypts. First, we combine a simplified description of the
Wnt signaling pathway in individual cells (21) with a spatial
continuum model in which cells are assumed to be con-
nected via linear springs (30). One of the benefits of this
approach is that it allows us to make quantitative predictions
regarding the molecular gradients that determine cell
behavior. For example, given a Wnt profile along the crypt
axis, our model predicts the corresponding b-catenin
distribution. Moreover, we can predict how the b-catenin
dynamics change as a result of mutations in the Wnt
pathway.
In the derivation of the continuum model, we neglect the
three-dimensional geometry of the crypt and assume that thecell population dynamics can be modeled in a continuum
framework. We address both these issues in detail in the
Supporting Material but summarize here: experimental
studies in which the mitochondrial DNA of individual cells
at the bottom of the crypt and their progeny are stained
relative to other cells in the crypt (36,37) reveal ribbands
of stained cells along the crypt axis, indicating that the
velocity field within the crypt is predominantly parallel to
the crypt axis. These experimental results are consistent
with simulations of a two-dimensional crypt, where we
observe ribbands of cells with common ancestors. The
relatively small number of cells in a crypt raises the question
of suitability of a continuum modeling approach. In the
intestinal crypt, available experimental data are not yet of
sufficient resolution to make possible a distinction between
potential sources of noise (e.g., translation, transcription, or
proliferation). Thus, we have approximated the effects of
noise via a diffusion-like term in the b-catenin dynamics.
It is important to note that the noise in our model depends
on one parameter, the noise strength, Ds, which could be
measured given a sufficient number of images of b-catenin
staining experiments along the crypt axis. To validate our
model, in the Supporting Material we show qualitative
agreement between stochastic simulations of the continuum
model and an underlying discrete stochastic model. The
simulation results suggest that fluctuations resulting from
cell proliferation are not so strong as to invalidate the
mean-field approximation.
Motivated by numerical results from the detailed molec-
ular model, we developed a simpler model to investigate
interaction between cells in neighboring crypts. We consid-
ered the introduction of a mutated cell population by
altering two key parameters: the height up the crypt below
which cell proliferation occurs and the cell shedding rate.
Extensive numerical simulations of the multiple-crypt
model suggest that a change in spatial regulation of cell
proliferation in colonic crypts is insufficient to drive the
process of crypt invasion: a mutation that regulates the
process of cell shedding is also required. Invasion requires
the formation of an intercrypt cell density gradient arising
from increased proliferation and/or decreased cell shedding.
We note that in situations where symmetry about the crypt
axis is broken, such as when mutant cells enter the top of
a neighboring crypt, an assumption of motion in one spatial
dimension is unlikely to quantitatively capture invasion
dynamics between neighboring crypts. However, the one-
dimensional model does demonstrate a mechanism by
which cell invasion into neighboring crypts can occur.
The generation of a quantitative description of Wnt (and
associated pathway component) profiles along the colonic
crypt axis would allow our model to be experimentally
tested. Ideally, such data would be accompanied by macro-
scale data on the crypt, such as the total cell number, prolif-
erating cell fraction, crypt height and estimated cell cycle
periods. Such data would allow us to refine aspects of theBiophysical Journal 99(3) 716–725
724 Murray et al.model, such as the form of the underlying Wnt gradient, and
to make further quantitative predictions regarding molecular
gradients and cell population behavior.
Our model suggests that cell crowding resulting from
increased proliferation and decreased shedding within an
individual crypt may be sufficient to enable the mutated
cells to invade neighboring crypts. This mechanism could
be tested by estimating the density gradients (counting the
number of cells in spatial segments along the crypt axis).
If passive migration is responsible for crypt invasion, then
our model predicts that invasion can occur only if the
density gradient is in a particular direction. Analysis of
cell densities close to the boundary of an invading cell
population could be sufficient to determine whether passive
cell motion of the form hypothesized in this article can
induce crypt invasion or whether active mechanisms
(e.g., chemotaxis) are required to explain the data.SUPPORTING MATERIAL
Derivation of the single crypt model, a model of multiple intestinal crypts,
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